The University of Maine
Campus Recreation
Kickball Rules
Games played in Field House

1. Kicker’s game, ball must be rolled slowly, so kicker can kick the ball, no bouncing the ball. Kicker must wait until ball crosses home plate.

2. Player can be hit with the ball and be considered out. Contact must happen below the neck.

3. No bunting, full extension of leg must take place on the kick.

4. Kicked ball that hits above the blue net is an automatic homerun.

5. Any other ball hitting the net is in play. A person can’t catch a ball off the net and be considered out.

6. A ball being caught off the top net is an out.

7. A runner can leave base only when the ball is kicked.

8. A team can play with a maximum of 8 players and with as few as 6. For coed, there must be at least 2 from the opposite sec playing.